This article studies the largest caps, of cardinality q 3 +q 2 +q+1, contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q odd. Presently, there are three examples of such caps known. They all are the intersection of the Klein quadric with a suitably chosen singular quadric with its vertex a line L and base a non-singular threedimensional elliptic quadric. In this paper, we show that a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q odd, q>3138, always is the intersection of the Klein quadric with another quadric, thus showing that such caps are a V 4 3 variety of dimension 3 and of degree 4. This result also implies that a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q odd, q>3138, defines a quadratic line complex of PG(3, q).
INTRODUCTION
Let 7=PG(n, q) be the n-dimensional projective space over the finite field F q of order q. A k-cap K in PG(n, q) is a set of k points, no three of which are collinear. A k-cap is called complete when it is not contained in a (k+1)-cap of PG(n, q). A k-cap in PG(2, q) is also called a k-arc.
Let m 2 (n, q) be the maximum value of k for which there exists a (complete) k-cap in PG(n, q). The exact value of m 2 (n, q) is known in the following cases (see [3] and [9, p. With respect to the other values of m 2 (n, q), only upper bounds are known. For a survey on these bounds, see [8] .
The Klein correspondence is a bijection between the lines of PG(3, q) and the points of the Klein quadric H: X 0 X 5 +X 1 X 4 +X 2 X 3 =0 of PG(5, q). To a line of PG(3, q), a Plu cker coordinate is associated. This is a point of the Klein quadric in PG(5, q), a hyperbolic quadric in PG(5, q). See [6] for a detailed study of this correspondence.
Fundamental results of this correspondence state that: (a) two lines L 1 , L 2 in PG(3, q) intersect if and only if their Plu cker coordinates l 1 , l 2 define a line l 1 l 2 completely contained in the Klein quadric; (b) a line L contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5, q) corresponds under the Klein correspondence to a pencil of lines in PG (3, q) , that is, a set of q+1 lines lying in a plane of PG(3, q) and passing through a fixed point of that plane; (c) the planes contained in the Klein quadric correspond under the Klein correspondence to either the set of lines lying in a plane of PG (3, q) or to the set of lines passing through a point of PG (3, q) . A plane of the Klein quadric corresponding to the lines of PG(3, q) passing through a point is called a Latin plane, while a plane of the Klein quadric corresponding to the lines of PG(3, q) lying in a plane is called a Greek plane.
skew to H & 6. Then the intersection of H with the cone LE 3, q is a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in the Klein quadric. In [1] , Hirschfeld and Bruen proved that there exist in PG(3, q) three non-isomorphic pencils of quadrics defined by two skew elliptic quadrics in PG (3, q) , which can be used to construct these (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-caps contained in the Klein quadric.
For q odd, the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-caps contained in the Klein quadric are the caps of maximal size contained in the Klein quadric. Consider the corresponding set S of lines in PG (3, q) , and consider the subset of lines passing through a fixed point p of PG (3, q) . No three of those lines are coplanar. Hence, in the quotient geometry PG(2, q) defined by p, they form an arc. Since, for q odd, the maximal size of an arc in PG(2, q) is equal to q+1, it follows immediately that each point of PG(3, q) lies on at most q+1 lines of S; thus implying the upper bound q 3 +q 2 +q+1 for the size of S.
Moreover, when |S| =q 3 +q 2 +q+1, then each point of PG(3, q) lies on exactly q+1 lines of S.
But, for q odd, more is known. A famous theorem by Segre [5, 8, 10, 11] states that every (q+1)-arc of PG(2, q), q odd, is a conic. Hence, when |S| =q 3 +q 2 +q+1, then the q+1 lines of S passing through a fixed point p of PG(3, q) form a quadratic cone. Under the Klein correspondence, this implies that all the Latin planes of H intersect the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap in a conic.
Since the preceding arguments can also be used for the lines of S contained in a plane of PG (3, q) , it follows immediately that the lines of S contained in a plane of PG(3, q) form a dual conic; hence, under the Klein correspondence, the Greek planes of H also intersect the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap into a conic.
Using these results as a starting point, we will show that a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q odd, q>3138, always is the intersection of H with another quadric. This shows that these caps always are a variety V 4 3 of dimension 3 and of degree 4. Due to an inequality involving q which has to be satisfied in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we are only able to prove this result for q>3138. But it could be that the result is also true for all q<3138.
We also study the quadrics of this pencil. The known examples arise from the construction of Glynn who uses a pencil of quadrics defined by the Klein quadric and a singular quadric with a line of singular points and with base a three-dimensional elliptic quadric. We show that there also exists a pencil of quadrics containing the Klein quadric and a singular quadric with a line of singular points and with base a three-dimensional hyperbolic quadric which intersects into a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap. An open problem is whether this gives a new example of a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap, or whether such a pencil contains a singular quadric with a line of singular points and with base a three-dimensional elliptic quadric. If there is still another example of a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap on the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q odd, q>3138, then this cap is the intersection of a pencil of quadrics containing only non-singular quadrics, and, between 0 to 6, singular quadrics which have one singular point.
For q even, the maximal size of an arc in PG(2, q) is equal to q+2. Hence, the theoretical upper bound for the size of a cap contained in the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q even, is (q 2 +1)(q+2 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
From now on, let K be a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in the Klein quadric H of PG(5, q), q odd, q>3138. Let r be a point of H"K and let rQ + (3, q) be the tangent cone to H in r in the tangent hyperplane T r (H).
. Then each one of the planes rL i and rM i intersects K in a conic. Hence, rQ + (3, q) intersects K in (q+1) 2 points. We will first show that, when r is external to at least one of these conics, these (q+1)
2 points are the intersection of rQ + (3, q) with another quadric in T r (H). To obtain this result, we will first consider the following observations. Remark 2.1. Consider a pencil of lines in a plane. This pencil of lines can be identified with PG(1, q)$F
Similarly, the q+1 lines M 1 , ..., M q+1 of the regulus R 2 can be identified with F + q . Consider a plane rL j and consider the q+1 lines rL j & rM i , i=1, ..., q+1. We will identify the pencil with vertex r in rL j and the q+1 lines of R 2 = [M 1 , ..., M q+1 ] with PG(1, q) by using the same bijective representation.
Hence, when talking of a line through r in a plane rL j , we will identify this line with a particular element of F + q . Consider now a conic C in PG(2, q) and a point r not belonging to C. Then r lies on two tangent lines to C, belonging to PG(2, q) when r is external to C, and belonging to PG(2, q 2 )"PG(2, q) when r is internal to C.
Identify these tangent lines with their corresponding points of F + q when r is external to C and with their corresponding points of F + q 2 when r is internal to C. In the first case, it is possible to define a cyclic subgroup of order (q&1)Â2 of PGL(2, q) fixing the two tangent lines through r and stabilising the conic C. In the latter case, it is possible to define a cyclic subgroup of order (q+1)Â2 of PGL(2, q) fixing the two tangent lines and stabilising the conic C. Both cyclic groups stabilise the set of bisecants and external lines through r to C.
Considering the action of these cyclic groups on the lines through r, these cyclic groups are uniquely determined by the two tangent lines through r to C.
In the first case, the standard form for this cyclic group of order (q&1)Â2 is the group
] fixing t=0 and t= . In the latter case, the standard form of the cyclic group of order (q+1)Â2 is 
(2) Consider two cyclic groups G 1 and G 2 of respective orders (q&1)Â2 and (q+1)Â2 of F + q . Let O 1 and O 2 be orbits of size (q&1)Â2 and of order (q+1)Â2 under G 1 and
(3) Consider two distinct cyclic groups G 1 and G 2 of order (q+1)Â2 stabilising distinct pairs of conjugate points in F q 2 "F q . Let O 1 and O 2 be orbits of size (q+1)Â2 under respectively G 1 and G 2 . Then (q+4&2 -q)Â4
A FIRST RESULT IN PG(4, q)
Consider the notations introduced at the beginning of the preceding section. Suppose that the planes rL i determined by the lines of the first regulus R 1 intersect the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap K in the conics C
(1) i and that the planes rM i determined by the second regulus R 2 intersect the cap K in the conics C (2) i .
We will now show that if r is external to at least one of these conics and q>3138, then the 2(q+1) conics C
We will heavily rely on the identification, with PG(1, q), of the lines through r lying in a plane rL i . The complementary regulus R 2 =[M 1 , ..., M q+1 ] is first of all identified with PG (1, q) ; the lines through r in rL i are identified with their corresponding intersection point with a line of R 2 so that the identification, with PG(1, q), of the pencil of lines through r in rL i is isomorphic to the identification, with PG(1, q), of
The similar identification, with PG(1, q), is made for the regulus R 1 and for the lines through r in a plane rM i .
Suppose r is external to the conic C
1 . Assume that the tangent point of a tangent line through r to C is t 11 and assume that t 11 also belongs to C and the set of secant lines through r in rL j to C (1) j . Identifying these secant sets with the corresponding sets in PG(1, q) gives a first set O 1 of size (q&1)Â2 and a second set O 2 of size (q\1)Â2. These sets are orbits under distinct cyclic groups of respective orders (q&1)Â2 and (q\1)Â2. These cyclic groups are distinct since the line rL 1 & rM 1 is a tangent line to C
Lemma 3.1. Let r # H"K, with K a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in H, and let rQ + (3, q) be the tangent cone to H in r. Assume q>3138. Let C
q+1 be the conics of K on rQ + (3, q) in the respective planes :
. Suppose that r is external to at least one of those conics. Then there are at least (q&1)Â14 conics C Proof. A quadric in PG(4, q) is defined by 15 coefficients; so 13 points of PG(4, q) always belong to at least a pencil of quadrics. Part 1. Consider three planes : 1 , : 2 , : 3 . Consider the sets of bisecants through r to C
3 . Then the bisecants, when identified with PG(1, q) as indicated in the beginning of this section, overlap in more than qÂ4&-q elements for at least one pair C
For, if r is external to one of these conics, and internal to a second conic, then this result follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.
If r is external to all three conics, then we will use the corresponding cyclic groups of order (q&1)Â2 on PG(1, q). If all three cyclic groups are equal, then since there are only two orbits of length (q&1)Â2 on PG(1, q), the secants to two of those conics overlap in (q&1)Â2 elements of PG(1, q).
If two cyclic groups are different, then by Theorem 2.2, two orbits overlap in more than qÂ4&-q positions.
If r is internal to all three conics, a similar argument can be used to prove this Part 1.
Part 2. Consider two conics C such that the bisecants through r overlap in more than qÂ4&-q positions.
To obtain the quadrics passing through these two conics, we have to impose 10 linear conditions on the equations of the quadrics. Now we have s, with s>qÂ4&-q, conics C
in two distinct points. To impose that such a conic belongs to the quadrics passing through C means adding one extra linear condition on the equation of the quadrics. We will now select three of those conics such that the sets of bisecants through r to these conics overlap in a large number of positions, when identified with PG(1, q).
Consider the conics C
Identify the set of bisecants through r in rM j with the subset A
1 in 0 or more than qÂ4&-q elements. The first case occurs when r is external or internal to both conics C 
Assume that two distinct sets D j never have more than (q&1)Â14 elements in common.
Then counting the number of points in four such sets D j would imply that |A (2) 1 | >(q+1)Â2, when q>3138. This is false. So there exist three sets A
, 2 j 1 < j 2 s, which share at least (q&1)Â14 elements of PG(1, q). These sets correspond to the conics C
Since the three conics C
share already two points with each of C 2 , means imposing at most 13 linear conditions. Hence, these conics still lie on a pencil of quadrics.
By the fact that the bisecant sets to C
share already 6 points with these quadrics. Hence, they all are contained in these quadrics.
Case 2. Assume the majority intersects A (2) 1 in less than qÂ4&-q elements. Then the majority has its secant sets lying completely in B (2) 1 (Theorem 2.2). Then we can repeat the arguments of Case 1 and even get a better result. So the same conclusion holds.
Conclusion. At least (q&1)Â14 conics C
(1) i of the first regulus lie in a pencil of quadrics. Take these conics as the starting argument for the reasoning made in Cases 1 and 2, above. The same conclusion holds. This proves that also at least (q&1)Â14 conics C (2) j are contained in the pencil of quadrics. K Lemma 3.2. Let P be the pencil of quadrics in T r (H) containing at least (q&1)Â14 conics C
is contained in the intersection of these quadrics.
Proof. Suppose there is a plane, possibly defined over an extension of F q , contained in the intersection. Since one of the quadrics contained in the pencil is rQ + (3, q), this plane must be defined by r and by a line of a regulus of Q + (3, q). Take a plane of rQ + (3, q) defined by a line of the complementary regulus of Q + (3, q), containing already a conic in the intersection of the quadrics in the pencil. Then this plane has a line and a conic in common with the intersection of the quadrics. So, also this plane is contained in the intersection.
So, at least (q&1)Â14>4 planes of rQ + (3, q) lie in the intersection of the quadrics. This now implies that rQ + (3, q) is contained in the intersection of the quadrics. This is false. K Remark 3.3. In the preceding theorem and lemmas, we assumed that r is external to at least one conic C (1) 1 . This implied that r is external to at least two conics C (1) i and at least two conics C (2) j . Let t 1 j and t 2 j be the elements of PG(1, q), or its extension PG(1, q 2 ), corresponding to the tangent lines through r to C (1) j . In Lemma 3.1, a pencil of quadrics, containing rQ + (3, q), and containing at least (q&1)Â14 conics C We first of all show that C
1 is contained in the intersection of the pencil of quadrics.
1 be a conic such that r is external to this conic. Then C (1) 1 is contained in the intersection of the quadrics of the pencil constructed in Lemma 3.1.
is not contained in the intersection of the pencil of quadrics.
There is at most one other conic C 
i . This is impossible. So at least (q&15)Â14 conics C j , j= j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4 , lying in the intersection of the quadrics and sharing at least qÂ256 elements of their secant sets within the set A (1) But such a conic also shares two points with C
1 ; hence, this conic has at least qÂ128 elements in common with the quadrics in the pencil. Hence, also C (1) 1 is contained in the intersection of these quadrics. K Lemma 3.5. Let P be the pencil of quadrics in T r (H) constructed in Lemma 3.1. Let C (1) j , j=1, 2, 3, be three conics contained in the intersection of these quadrics. Suppose the tangent lines through r to these conics correspond to the pairs [t 1j , t 2j ], j=1, 2, 3, when identified with PG(1, q).
Then it is impossible that these three sets of tangent points [t 1j , t 2j ] are equal.
Proof. Let Q be a quadric of this pencil, with Q{rQ + (3, q). Then r does not belong to Q since, for instance, the plane rL 1 only has the conic C The tangent points of the tangent lines to Q through r belong to a hyperplane 6. So, the tangent points t 1 j , j=1, 2, 3, lie in 6. Since these tangent
Consider one of the, at least (q&43)Â14, conics C
(1) j , j=4, ..., (q&1)Â14, ..., conics C
(1) j contained in the intersection of the quadrics of the pencil; so contained in Q.
The preceding arguments now show that the line in rL j through r, identified with t 1 j , is a tangent line to C
Then this is impossible. In the preceding lemma, it was proved that every conic C Proof. Let r be external to the conic C
1 . Then the preceding lemmas show that C is contained in the intersection of the pencil of quadrics; that no three conics C (1) j contained in the intersection of these quadrics share the same tangent point sets [t 1 j , t 2 j ], when identified with PG(1, q).
The argument used in Lemma 3.4 to prove that C
1 is contained in the pencil of quadrics can now be used to prove that every conic C (1) j is contained in the intersection of the pencil of quadrics.
This now implies that also all conics C (2) j are contained in the intersection. This pencil of quadrics is unique. Suppose it is not unique. Then these conics C (1) j and C (2) j , j=1, ..., q+1, lie on a net of quadrics. Hence, it is possible to impose, for instance, that r must belong to these quadrics and still have a pencil of quadrics containing r, C
j , j=1, ..., q+1. This is impossible. Such quadrics would contain all planes rL i and rM i , i=1, ..., q+1. Hence, they would be equal to rQ + (3, q). K Lemma 3.7. Consider the pencil of quadrics in a tangent hyperplane T r (H) containing the cap K & T r (H), where r satisfies the conditions of the preceding theorem. Then the variety V which is the intersection of these quadrics is an absolutely irreducible variety of degree 4 and of dimension 2.
Proof. We only need to prove that this variety V=V 4 2 is absolutely irreducible.
Suppose there is a plane 6, possibly defined over an extension of F q , contained in V. Take a plane of rQ + (3, q) intersecting 6 in a line. Then this plane has already a line and a conic in common with all the quadrics of the pencil; hence, it is contained in the intersection. It now follows trivially that the intersection equals rQ + (3, q). This is false. Hence, assume that V is the union of two quadratic surfaces Q 1 and Q 2 . Then these two quadratic surfaces are two surfaces contained in a hyperplane of T r (H). By the theorem of Be zout, the intersection of a plane : and a quadratic surface in PG(4, q) contains two points, unless the plane and the quadratic surface have a component in common. Consider a plane : 1 of the cone T r (H) & H sharing three points with one of these surfaces Q 1 . Then this plane : 1 and this surface Q 1 share the conic C (1)
1 . Take now another point s of Q 1 not belonging to : 1 . By using the same arguments as before, any plane defined by s and by two points of : 1 & Q 1 must share a component with Q 1 ; hence this implies that Q 1 is contained in a hyperplane of T r (H). The same result is true for Q 2 . This is impossible since the 2(q+1) conics of K lying in the planes of rQ + (3, q) do not lie in two hyperplanes. K
PENCILS IN DISTINCT TANGENT HYPERPLANES
Lemma 4.1. Let r 1 and r 2 be two distinct points of H such that r 1 r 2 /H. Suppose that these points r i are external to at least one of the conics, contained in a plane of T r i (H) & H, of the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap K contained in H. Let P 1 and P 2 be the pencil of quadrics in respectively T r 1 (H) and T r 2 (H), defined in Theorem 3.6.
Then in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H), these two pencils induce the same pencil P of quadrics. These quadrics in P intersect in two conics.
Proof. Since r 1 r 2 /H, the polar space T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) of r 1 r 2 with respect to H is a solid containing the Latin and Greek plane through r 1 r 2 . Let C 1 be the conics of K lying in this Latin and Greek plane. Then these conics lie on the pencils P 1 and P 2 . So they lie in the intersection of these pencils in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H). Hence, these two pencils P 1 and P 2 induce the same pencil of quadrics in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H). It is precisely the pencil passing through C
Let r 1 and r 2 be two distinct points of H such that r 1 r 2 is a bisecant to H. Suppose that these points r i are external to at least one of the conics, contained in a plane of
Let P 1 and P 2 be the pencil of quadrics in respectively T r 1 (H) and T r 2 (H) defined in Theorem 3.6.
Then in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H), these two pencils induce the same pencil P of quadrics.
Proof.
Let L be a line of Q + (3, q). This line is contained in a plane : 1 of T r 1 (H) & H and in a plane : 2 of T r 2 (H) & H. Let s be a point of L external to the conic of K in : 1 and consider its tangent hyperplane T s (H). These planes : 1 and : 2 lie on the tangent cone of s in T s (H).
From the previous section, it is known that there is a pencil of quadrics in T s (H) intersecting in the 2(q+1) conics of K in the planes of T s (H) & H. Hence, this implies that L has the same two points, possibly coinciding, in common with these two conics of K in : 1 and in : 2 .
Since L is an arbitrary line of Q + (3, q), doing this argument for all the lines of a regulus R 1 of Q + (3, q), shows that the regulus R 1 shares the same 2(q+1) points with the quadrics of the pencil in T r 1 (H) and in T r 2 (H).
We now proceed to prove that these 2(q+1) intersection points uniquely define an algebraic curve of degree 4. This shows that the pencil of quadrics in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) defined by the pencil in T r 1 (H) coincides with the pencil in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) induced by the pencil in T r 2 (H). Part 1. Suppose that three distinct of those 2(q+1) intersection points are collinear.
Then the line M through these points is contained in the intersection of the pencil in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H). This line must be defined over an extension of F q since no line defined over F q is contained in the intersection. If this line is defined over a quartic, but not a quadratic, extension, then these 2(q+1) points uniquely define an algebraic quartic curve. This line cannot be defined over a cubic extension, because then a linear component defined over F q would be the fourth component of the algebraic quartic curve.
Assume the line is defined over a quadratic extension. Then also the conjugate line M q is contained in the intersection. If these two lines M and M q lie in the same regulus
, then since a line of R 1 does not have points in common with M or M q , but must contain two, possibly coinciding, points of the intersection of the pencil of quadrics in T r 1 (H), there is still a component of degree 2 missing. So the 2(q+1) points in the intersection really define an algebraic curve of degree 4.
If these conjugate lines M and M q intersect, then still each line L 1 , ..., L q+1 must contain a second intersection point. So either a component of degree 2 is missing; or else a line N is missing. Again, this latter line must be defined over a quadratic extension. Hence also N q lies in the intersection. So here the 2(q+1) points define a unique algebraic curve of degree 4.
Part 2. Suppose that no three distinct points are collinear. Then the intersection of the pencil of quadrics in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) cannot consist of the union of 4 lines. Or else, there are at most 8 distinct points in the intersection. It cannot consist of two lines and a conic. For, a line of Q + (3, q) and a conic of Q + (3, q) share only one point. Hence, the lines of a regulus of Q + (3, q) all intersect one of these two lines. Hence, we have three distinct collinear points in the intersection. This is false.
So, the intersection either consists of: (a) a line and a twisted cubic, (b) two, possibly coinciding, conics, or (c) an absolutely irreducible quartic curve. The first possibility cannot occur since this line must be defined over F q and there are no lines defined over F q contained in the intersection.
Consider Case (b). We know that a line L i , i=1, ..., q+1, must contain two points, possibly coinciding, of the intersection. A line of Q + (3, q) and a conic contained in Q + (3, q) only intersect in one point since the line and the conic do not lie in the same plane. Hence, a line of Q + (3, q) containing two distinct points of the intersection implies the existence of two distinct conics in the intersection of the pencil in
If the two intersection points would always coincide, then the pencil in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) must intersect in two coinciding conics.
When P 1 induces in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) a pencil passing through two conics, then P 2 cannot induce a pencil in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) passing through an absolutely irreducible quartic curve. For this absolutely irreducible quartic curve would have at least q+1 points in common with a plane; hence would be a plane quartic curve. Then it would contain more than 8 points of one of the conics, hence it would contain the conic as a component.
This all shows that the pencils in T r 1 (H) & T r 2 (H) induced by the pencils in T r 1 (H) and in T r 2 (H) effectively are equal to each other. K
THE PENCIL IN PG(5, q)
Theorem 5.1. Let r 1 , r 2 , r 3 be three points of H such that r i , i=1, 2, 3, are external to at least one of the conics of K in a plane of T r i (H) & H.
Assume that r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are not collinear and assume that
(1) (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ) ; is not contained in H, with ; the orthogonal polarity defined by H;
Proof. We will work by induction on k=1, 2, 3. For k=1, this pencil is trivial from the construction made in Section 3.
In this proof, we apply the arguments of [9, pp. 320 322]. So we define an algebraic variety A=A(H 1 , . .., H r ) in PG(5, q) as consisting of the pair (V(A), I(A)) where V(A) is the set of zeros of H 1 , ..., H r and where I(A) is the ideal generated by H 1 , ..., H r . Hence, two algebraic varieties are equal if and only if their corresponding zeros sets and their corresponding ideals are equal.
Let Q i and H define the pencil of quadrics in 6 i defined by the intersection 6 i & K.
We know from preceding results that:
The first result follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. The second result is trivial since either H & 6 i & 6 j is a 3-dimensional hyperbolic quadric, or the union of a Latin and Greek plane; and these 3-dimensional quadrics are not contained in the cap K. The final result follows from the assumptions made in this theorem.
Assume the result is already true for k&1, k 2, we prove it for k. Let Q$ be a quadric, different from H such that, for 1 i k&1,
So, for 1 i k&1,
where the latter equation follows from (a).
By comparing the terms of degree 2, we can assume that u i # F q and obtain that
Here
. This contradicts (c), so t 1 =t 2 in this latter case. Let t 1 =*{0.
Choose coordinates so that 6 k =A(X 0 ) and
, where on the right hand side only the terms of degree 2 are written and where c i # F q . Suppose that when k=3, then c 1 {c H 2 , H 3 ) . This is false since the plane
; is not contained in H. So c 1 =c 2 when k=3.
Let c 1 =c. Rewrite
where the polynomials G i are chosen in such a way that they contain no terms in X 0 . Then
For k=2, this is trivially true from the preceding calculations. For k=3, this follows from the fact that 6 1 , 6 2 , 6 3 are linearly independent as r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are not collinear.
We now show that Q=A(D) with D=D$&F > k&1 i=1 H i has the required properties.
For 1 i k&1, we have that
. So nothing has changed here.
For i=k,
This proves the result. K Remark 5.2. The conditions in the preceding theorem can easily be satisfied. Take a point r of H not lying on the cap K and take two lines L 1 and L 2 of H through r with L 1 L 2 not contained in H. On L 1 , we select two external points r 1 and r 2 , r{r 1 , r 2 , to a conic of K in a plane : 1 of H through L 1 . On L 2 , we select a point r 3 , r 3 {r, also external to a conic of K in a plane of H through L 2 .
These three points satisfy the conditions of the preceding theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Let K be a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap contained in the Klein quadric H of PG(5, q), q odd, q>3138. Then K is the intersection of H with another quadric. In detail, K is an absolutely irreducible variety of dimension 3 and of degree 4.
Proof. In the preceding theorem and by Remark 5.2, the pencils of three tangent hyperplanes 6 i =T r i (H) have already been put together on one pencil of quadrics in PG(5, q). Let this pencil be defined by H and by
, is the union of a Greek plane 6 and a Latin plane 6$. But r 1 r 3 and r 2 r 3 are bisecants to H, so 6 1 & 6 3 & H and 6 2 & 6 3 & H are 3-dimensional hyperbolic quadrics.
Moreover 6 1 , 6 2 , 6 3 are linearly independent. We also know that 6 1 & 6 2 & K is the union of a conic C 1 in 6 and a conic C 2 in 6$, while Consider 6 4 =T r 4 (H) with r 4 # H, satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.6, but with r 4 Â 6 _ 6$, and with r 4 Â (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ). In this tangent hyperplane, the cap K consists of an absolutely irreducible variety of degree 4 and of dimension 2 (Lemma 3.7).
Consider in PG(5, q) the pencil of quadrics defined by H and by a quadric Q which induces in 6 i , i=1, 2, 3, the pencil of quadrics induced by
Suppose this pencil does not induce the pencil of quadrics in 6 4 defined by K & 6 4 ; suppose this pencil is induced by H & 6 4 and by Q 4 . Then in 6 4 , the quadrics H, Q 4 and Q intersect in an algebraic curve of degree 8 since H & Q 4 & 6 4 is absolutely irreducible (Lemma 3.7) .
But, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the pencils of quadrics induced by H and Q, and by H and Q 4 in the 3-dimensional spaces 6 4 & 6 i , i=1, 2, 3, are equal. So, in 6 4 , the pencils induced by Q and by H, and by H and by Q i , i=1, 2, 3, already have an algebraic curve of degree 4 in common.
Since H & Q & Q 4 only share an algebraic curve of degree 8 in 6 4 , some of those algebraic curves of degree 4 in 6 4 & 6 i , i=1, 2, 3, must share a component.
If C 1 or C 2 would be one of these common components, then r 4 would belong to 6 or 6$. (3, q) . Hence, if we select for r 4 an arbitrary point of H, satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.6, not lying in at most 7 planes, namely (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ), 6, 6$ and at most two planes in 6 1 & 6 3 and in 6 2 & 6 3 , then the pencil of quadrics defined by H and by Q induces the pencil of quadrics in 6 4 defined by the cap 6 4 & K. Call these, at most 7, planes bad planes.
Consider a plane 6" of H, different from 6 and 6$. Since q>3138, it is possible to find a point r external to the conic 6" & K and not lying in one of the bad planes.
Hence, taking r=r 4 shows that the conic 6" & K is already contained in the pencil of quadrics defined by Q and by H.
So, the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap K is contained in the intersection of the quadrics H and Q.
No other point can be contained in this intersection. For suppose a point r # H"K belongs to the intersection. Then the 2(q+1) planes of T r (H) & H passing through r are contained in the intersection. It now follows that the Klein quadric is contained in the intersection. For take an arbitrary tangent hyperplane T s (H) to H, then this tangent hyperplane has lines in common with T r (H) completely contained in the intersection of H and Q. Hence, also this intersection T s (H) & H is completely contained in H & Q. This is false. This (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap is an absolutely irreducible variety of degree 4 and of dimension 3 since the intersections with tangent hyperplanes are absolutely irreducible varieties (See Lemma 3.7). K Remark 5.4. The preceding theorem also implies a result on line sets in PG (3, q) .
Under the Klein correspondence [6] and by using the famous result by Segre that every (q+1)-arc in PG(2, q), q odd, is a conic [5, 8, 10, 11] , a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap on the Klein quadric of PG(5, q), q odd, defines a set S of q 3 +q 2 +q+1 lines of PG(3, q) such that: (1) each point r of PG(3, q) lies on q+1 lines of S, and these lines form a quadratic cone with vertex r, (2) each plane 6 of PG(3, q) contains q+1 lines of S and these lines form a dual conic.
A set S of lines of PG(3, q) which is represented under the Klein correspondence as the intersection of the Klein quadric with another quadric of PG(5, q) is called a quadratic line complex [12] . Hence, the preceding theorem proves Theorem 5.5. Let S be a set of q 3 +q 2 +q+1 lines of PG(3, q), q odd, q>3138, such that: (1) each point r of PG(3, q) lies on q+1 lines of S, and these lines form a quadratic cone with vertex r, (2) each plane 6 of PG(3, q) contains q+1 lines of S and these lines form a dual conic, then S is a quadratic line complex.
STUDY OF THE PENCIL
Remark 6.1. Consider the pencil P of quadrics which intersects in the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap K. Since this pencil contains the non-singular Klein quadric, this pencil has at most 6 singular quadrics.
No singular quadric can contain a 4-dimensional space since this space would intersect a plane of the Klein quadric in a line. Hence, the only possibilities for the singular quadrics are: (1) a singular quadric with one singular point and with a quadric Q(4, q) as base, (2) a singular quadric with a line of singular points and with base a quadric Q + (3, q), (3) a singular quadric with a line of singular points and with base a quadric Q & (3, q), and (4) a singular quadric with a plane of singular points and with base a conic Q(2, q).
We will now exclude possibility (4), show that possibility (2) occurs and show that if a singular quadric of type (3) occurs, then the cap is of the type described by Glynn.
Theorem 6.2. The pencil of quadrics cannot contain a singular quadric with a plane of singular points and a conic as base.
Proof. Suppose such a quadric belongs to the pencil. Then this quadric consists of q+1 3-dimensional spaces. Suppose the plane 6 of singular points contains x points of the cap. Then x+(q+1)(q 2 +1&x) q 3 +q 2 +q+1. Hence, x=0 and all the q+1 3-dimensional spaces contained in the quadric contain q 2 +1 points of the cap. Hence, they intersect the cap in an elliptic quadric [6, p. 35] . But then 6 must contain at least one point of this elliptic quadric; so must contain a point of the (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap. K Lemma 6.3. Suppose that the pencil P of quadrics contains a singular quadric with a line L of singular points and a 3-dimensional hyperbolic quadric Q + (3, q) as base. Then the line L is skew to the Klein quadric.
Proof. Consider a regulus R of the base Q + (3, q) . The q+1 lines of R and the singular line L define q+1 3-dimensional spaces in which the cap K must lie. A similar argument to that of Theorem 6.2 shows that L is skew to the Klein quadric. K (3, q) . The preceding result also shows that every 3-dimensional space L i L contained in the singular quadric intersects the cap into a (q 2 +1)-cap. Hence, in an elliptic quadric E i [6, p. 35] .
Since L is skew to the cap, so to the elliptic quadric E i , through L pass two tangent planes to E i . Let r be the tangent points. These lie on the Klein quadric H and in the polar space L ; of L with respect to H. Hence, |E & Q + (3, q)| =2(q+1). If this intersection is an absolutely irreducible quartic curve, then by the Hasse Weil bound, this algebraic curve has at most q+1+6 -q points [8, p. 59] . This is less than 2(q+1), so the intersection is a reducible quartic curve. The only possibilities containing 2(q+1) points are the union of two disjoint conics, or the union of a line and a twisted cubic. This latter possibility is impossible since the elliptic quadric E contains no line defined over F q . K Theorem 6.5. Let P be a pencil of quadrics defined by the Klein quadric H and by a singular quadric LQ + (3, q) where L is a line skew to H, where Q + (3, q) is a 3-dimensional hyperbolic quadric, in the polar space L ; of L with respect to H, which shares two disjoint conics defined over F q with the elliptic quadric L
; & H. Then the quadrics of this pencil intersect in a (q 3 +q 2 +q+1)-cap on H.
